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1. Introduction

Many features of QCD can be understood by studyingSU(Nc) non-Abelian gauge theory in
the limit Nc → ∞ [1]. For Nc large and finite, the expansion parameter away from the large-Nc limit
is 1/Nc. This nonperturbative expansion parameter is small in QCD where 1/Nc = 1/3.

The 1/Nc expansion is particularly useful for studying the interactions and properties of large-
Nc color-singlet hadrons at low energies. In this energy regime, gluons and quarks are strongly
coupled, but the interactions of hadrons have an expansion in 1/

√
Nc. Large-Nc mesons are weakly

coupled to one another in the 1/Nc expansion, and become non-interacting and stable in the strict
large-Nc limit. Large-Nc baryons do not decouple from mesons in the large-Nc limit, but their
interactions with mesons are determined up to a normalization factor. Away from theNc → ∞
limit, these interactions are modified by subleading 1/Nc corrections.

The purpose of this talk is to review the formulation of the 1/Nc expansion and to highlight
important results for QCD mesons and baryons. For other reviews, see References [2, 3, 4].

2. Large-Nc QCD

An SU(Nc) gauge theory of gluons and quarks describes the interactions of gluon fields(Aµ)A,
A = 1, · · · ,N2

c −1, in the adjoint representation ofSU(Nc) and quark fieldsqi , i = 1, · · · ,Nc, in the
fundamental representation. Since there areO(Nc) more gluon degrees of freedom than quark
degrees of freedom, gluons dominate the large-Nc QCD dynamics. At leading order in the 1/Nc

expansion, ‘t Hooft showed that quark-gluon Feynman diagrams grow with arbitrarily large powers
of Nc unless the limitNc → ∞ is taken withg2

sNc held fixed. This constraint can be implemented by
rescaling the coupling constantgs→g/

√
Nc in the large-Nc QCD theory. After this rescaling, Feyn-

man diagrams of given topology scale asNc
χ , where the Euler characterχ = 2−2h−b, andh and

b are the number of handles and (quark loop) boundaries, respectively. The leading inNc diagrams,
which grow asNc

2, are pure glue vacuum diagrams with the topology of a sphereS2 (h= 0, b= 0).
The leading diagrams with a single quark loop(h = 0, b = 1) grow asNc

1. These diagrams can
be flattened into a plane bounded by a gluon loop or by the quarkloop, respectively, and are called
planar diagrams. Each set of leading diagrams contains an infinite number of diagrams with arbi-
trary numbers of planar gluon exchanges. Subleading diagrams contain nonplanar gluon exchange
or additional quark loops. Each nonplanar gluon exchange ina diagram is suppressed by 1/N2

c

relative to the leading planar diagrams, and each additional quark loop is suppressed by 1/Nc.
The one-loop beta function for the rescaledSU(Nc) gauge couplingg is given by

µ
dg
dµ

= −
(

11
3

− 2
3

NF

Nc

)

g3

16π2 +O(g5). (2.1)

Notice that the contribution from diagrams with a quark loopis suppressed by 1/Nc relative to
the contribution from gluon-loop diagrams. As the limitNc → ∞ is taken, the rescaled couplingg
becomes large at a fixed (Nc-independent) scaleΛ. At low energiesE <∼ O(Λ), it is assumed that
large-Nc QCD becomes confining, so that the strongly interacting theory of gluons and quarks can
be rewritten as an Effective Field Theory (EFT) of color-singlet hadrons. The expansion parameter
of the hadronic interactions in the EFT is 1/

√
Nc.
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3. Large-Nc Mesons

Large-Nc mesons consist of color-singlet quark-antiquark bound states. The composite meson
operator

1√
Nc

Nc

∑
i=1

q̄i q
i (3.1)

creates a meson with amplitude of order unity. TheNc-dependence of meson amplitudes is obtained
by studying the leadingO(Nc

1) planar diagrams with a single quark loop boundary. The leading
n-meson amplitude containsn meson operator insertions on the quark loop and is orderNc

1−n/2.
From thisNc-counting, it follows that a meson decay constant isO

(√
Nc

)

, a meson mass isO(1),
a 3-meson coupling vertex isO(1/

√
Nc), a 4-meson coupling vertex isO(1/Nc), etc. A number

of other important results follow. A meson decay width into two other mesons scales asΓ ∼
|A3−meson|2 ∼ 1/Nc, so large-Nc mesons are narrow states which are weakly coupled to one another
in the nonperturbative expansion parameter 1/

√
Nc. Indeed, in the limitNc → ∞, mesons are non-

interacting and stable, but for large finiteNc, it is important to note that meson widths can become
large for highly excited mesons, i.e. with excitations of orderNc. In addition, there are an infinite
number of meson states in any givenJPC channel.

The effective Lagrangian for large-Nc mesons takes the simple form

L
EFT = Nc L

(

φ√
Nc

)

, (3.2)

where each of the interaction terms inL is polynomial in the meson fieldsφ . The overall factor of
Nc multiplying L reflects theNc

1 dependence of the leading planar diagrams with a single quark
loop. The 1/

√
Nc accompanying each meson fieldφ in L is the normalization factor for the meson

operator given in Eq. (3.1).

There is an extra flavor symmetry for mesons in theNc → ∞ limit, sometimes called nonet
symmetry. For finite largeNc, the leading diagrams which contain mesons are theO(Nc

1) planar
diagrams with a single quark loop. Diagrams involving additional quark-antiquark pair creation or
annihilation are absent to leading order, since each additional quark loop is suppressed by 1/Nc.
Consequently, there is aU(NF)q ×U(NF)q̄ flavor symmetry [5] on theNF flavors of quarks and
antiquarks at leading order which conserves quark number and antiquark number separately. For
NF = 3 light flavors, large-Nc mesons transform as a nine-dimensional(3, 3̄) representation under
theU(3)q×U(3)q̄ flavor symmetry. Under the diagonal subgroupSU(3)q+q̄ (the usual Gell-Mann
flavor SU(3) group), this nonet representation breaks to a flavorSU(3) octet and singlet,(3, 3̄) →
8⊕1. Thus, large-Nc mesons form nonet representations consisting ofSU(3) octets and singlets.
For example, the pion octetπ, K, η and the singletη ′ form a nonet. Another important consequence
of nonet flavor symmetry is Zweig’s rule.

An example of a meson EFT is provided by the chiral Lagrangianfor the pseudoscalar Gold-
stone bosons. The chiral Lagrangian is written in terms of the fieldU = e2iΠ/ f , where the pion
nonetΠ = πATA + η ′11/

√
6. The leadingO(p2) chiral Lagrangian is

L
(2) =

f 2

4
Tr DµUDµU† +

f 2

4
B Tr

(

M
†U +MU†) , (3.3)

3
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LEC Value 1/Nc

2L1−L2 (−0.6± 0.6) ×10−3 1
L4 (−0.3± 0.5) ×10−3 1
L6 (−0.2± 0.3) ×10−3 1
L7 (−0.4± 0.2) ×10−3 1
L2 (1.4± 0.3) ×10−3 Nc

L3 (−3.5± 1.1) ×10−3 Nc

L5 (1.4± 0.5) ×10−3 Nc

L8 (0.9± 0.3) ×10−3 Nc

L9 (6.9± 0.7) ×10−3 Nc

L10 (−5.5± 0.7) ×10−3 Nc

Table 1: Experimentally extracted values of the Low Energy Constants of theO(p4) chiral Lagrangian and
their order in the 1/Nc expansion [7].

whereM = diag(mu,md,ms) is the quark mass matrix. This chiral Lagrangian is of the form
Eq. (3.2) since the pion decay constantf ∼O(

√
Nc). TheO(p4) chiral Lagrangian [6] is parametrized

traditionally in terms of ten low-energy constants (LEC)L1−L10:

L
(4) = L1

[

Tr DµU†DµU
]2

+L2 Tr DµU†DνU Tr DµU†DνU

+L3 Tr DµU†DµUDνU†DνU +L4 Tr DµU†DµU Tr
(

U†
M +M

†U
)

+L5 Tr DµU†DµU
(

U†
M +M

†U
)

+L6
[

Tr
(

U†
M +M

†U
)]2

+L7
[

Tr
(

U†
M −M

†U
)]2

+L8 Tr
(

M
†UM

†U +U†
MU†

M
)

−iL9 Tr
(

Fµν
R DµUDνU† +Fµν

L DµU†DνU
)

+L10 Tr U†F µν
R U†FLµν . (3.4)

The Nc-dependence of these LECs is naivelyO(Nc) for terms with a single trace andO(1) for
terms with two traces since each additional trace corresponds to an additional quark loop. It has
been shown, however, that only the linear combination 2L1−L2 is O(1), whereasL1 andL2 are each
O(Nc). TheNc-power counting for the LECs is given in Table 1, together with their experimental
values extracted at renormalization scaleµ = mρ [7]. TheNc-scaling of the coefficients is evident,
although errors are large.

The LECs can be predicted in terms of the couplings of large-Nc meson resonances to the
pion nonet and the masses of the meson resonances. It has beenshown that the LECs are well
approximated by the matching obtained from integrating outthe lightest 0++, 0−+, 1−− and 1++

meson nonet resonances [8]. AtO(Nc) in this single-resonance saturation approximation, thereare
only two independent LECs, which can be taken to beL2 andL5. TheO(Nc) relations are

2L1 = L2, L9 = 4L2, L10 = −3L2,

L3 = −3L2+
1
2

L5, L8 =
3
8

L5, L4 = L6 = L7 = 0 , (3.5)

which do provide a good fit atO(Nc) to the values quoted in Table 1.
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k k

Figure 1: Two tree diagrams contributing to baryon + pion→ baryon + pion scattering. Each diagram gives
anO(Nc) contribution to the scattering amplitude, but the twoO(Nc) contributions must exactly cancel since
the overall scattering amplitude isO(1).

4. Large-Nc Baryons

Large-Nc baryons are color-singlet bound states ofNc valence quarks in a completely antisym-
metric color state [9]

εi1i2i3···iNc
qi1qi2qi3 · · ·qiNc . (4.1)

The baryon mass is orderNcΛ whereas the baryon size is order 1/Λ. Since the number of quarks
inside a baryon grows asNc, but the size of the baryon remains fixed, the density of quarks inside
a baryon becomes infinite in the limitNc → ∞. At large finiteNc, the wavefunction of ground state
baryons is given by the product ofNc identical quark wavefunctions combined in ans-wave. Since
the baryon wavefunction is completely antisymmetric in thecolor indices of the quarks, it is totally
symmetric in the spin-flavor wavefunctions of the quarks.

TheNc-dependence of baryon-meson scattering amplitudes and couplings can be determined
by studying quark-gluon diagrams. Ann-meson-baryon-antibaryon vertex is orderNc

1−n/2, which
implies that baryon + meson→ baryon + meson scattering amplitudes areO(1) in the large-
Nc limit, and meson-baryon-antibaryon vertices areO(

√
Nc) and grow with Nc. Consistency of

large-Nc power counting rules for baryon-meson scattering amplitudes implies that meson-baryon-
antibaryon vertices simplify in the large-Nc limit. The leadingO(

√
Nc) meson-baryon-antibaryon

couplings are determined up to overall normalization [10].Additional consistency constraints re-
strict the form of 1/Nc corrections to large-Nc baryon matrix elements [10, 11].

Consider baryon-pion scattering at energies of order unity. The baryon mass is orderNcΛ,
so the baryon acts as a heavy static source with anNc-independent propagator. TheBB′π vertex
is order

√
Nc, and takes the form

√
Nc

(

Xia
)

B′B ∂ iπa. Here i = 1,2,3 is a vector spin index and
a = 1,2,3 is a vector isospin index. There are two tree diagrams with two BB′π vertices contribut-
ing to the baryon-pion scattering amplitude atO(Nc), see Fig. 1. Although the two diagrams are
individually orderNc, the sum of the two diagrams is at most order unity by theNc counting rules,
so the baryon-antibaryon-pion matrix elements must satisfy

Nc

[

Xia,X jb
]

≤ O(1). (4.2)

This constraint implies that there is an exact cancellationbetween theO(Nc) contributions of the
two diagrams in Fig. 1. This cancellation determines all of theBB′π matrix elements in terms of a
single coupling in the large-Nc limit. Defining Xia

0 ≡ limNc→∞ Xia, Eq. (4.2) becomes

[

Xia
0 ,X jb

0

]

= 0. (4.3)
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The Xia
0 operators of the large-Nc limit extend the spin and flavor algebras for baryons to a con-

tracted spin-flavor algebra whenNc → ∞ [10, 12]. The usual spin and flavor algebras for baryons
are given by the commutators

[

Ji,J j] = iε i jkJk,
[

Ia, Ib
]

= iεabcIc,
[

Ji, Ia] = 0, (4.4)

for NF = 2 flavors. The additional operatorsXia
0 whenNc → ∞ commute with one another and

transform as vectors under spin and flavor
[

Ji,X ja
0

]

= iε i jkXka
0 ,

[

Ia,Xib
0

]

= iεabcXic
0 . (4.5)

The above set of commutators defines the exact contracted spin-flavor algebra for large-Nc baryons.
This contracted spin-flavor algebra is related to the usualSU(4) spin-flavor algebra of the quark
model

[

Ji ,J j] = iε i jkJk,
[

Ia, Ib
]

= iεabcIc,
[

Ji, Ia] = 0,

[

Ji ,G ja] = iε i jkGka,
[

Ia,Gib
]

= iεabcGic,
[

Gia,G jb
]

=
i
4

δ abε i jkJk +
i
4

δ i j εabcIc , (4.6)

by performing the rescaling limNc→∞
Gia

Nc
→ Xia

0 of the spin-flavor generatorsGia.
The spin-flavor generators of the large-Nc baryon spin-flavor symmetry can be used to con-

struct complete and independent operator bases for the 1/Nc expansion of static baryon matrix
elements. The operators can be constructed using eitherXia

0 or Gia/Nc for the spin-flavor genera-
tors since these two choices differ at subleading order in 1/Nc. The form of the operator expansion
is given by [13, 14, 15, 16]

O
m−body
QCD = Nc

m
Nc

∑
n=0

(

1
Nc

)n

cn On, (4.7)

where the operatorsOn include all independentn-body operators in the same spin⊗ flavor rep-
resentation as the QCD operator. Since the operators of the expansion are constructed out of the
spin-flavor generators, the matrix elements of theOn are known. In addition, the order in 1/Nc of
each operator is known. The coefficientscn are unknown, but areO(1) at leading order in 1/Nc.
These uncalculable coefficients of the 1/Nc expansion contain dynamical information of QCD be-
yond the constraints of large-Nc spin-flavor symmetry and the spin-flavor structure of its breaking
in the 1/Nc expansion. Note that for baryons at large finiteNc, the 1/Nc operator expansion only
extends toNc-body operators in the baryon spin-flavor generators.

Two simple examples forNF = 2 flavors suffice to illustrate the usefulness of the 1/Nc operator
expansion. ForNc = 3, the ground state baryons consist of two baryons, the nucleon N and the∆.
The operator expansion for the baryon mass is

M = m0Nc11+m2
J2

Nc
, (4.8)

which contains two operators with different orders in 1/Nc [11]. These two operators parametrize
the two baryon masses. The(∆−N) mass splitting is produced by theJ2 operator and is estimated

6
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Method Theory Experiment

gπN∆ Skyrme Model 13.2 20.3
gπNN Skyrme Model 8.9 13.5

gπN∆/gπNN Large-Nc QCD 1.5 1.48

Table 2: Values for the pion couplings from Adkins, Nappi and Witten [17]. The values ofgπN∆ andgπNN

in the Skyrme model are model-dependent predictions. The ratio gπN∆/gπNN obtained in the Skyrme model
is model-independent and is the same as in large-Nc QCD. The large-Nc QCD prediction for the ratio is
corrected at order 1/N2

c [10].

to be a factor of 1/N2
c times the difference of the〈J2〉 matrix elements of the∆ and theN, or

(15/4−3/4), times the orderNcΛ mass of approximately 1 GeV. This estimate yields(∆−N) ∼
300 MeV, which implies that the coefficientm2 is order unity as expected. A second application is
to the isovector axial vector currents. The 1/Nc expansion is given by

Aia = aGia +b
1
Nc

JiIa +c
1

N2
c

{

J2,Gia}. (4.9)

The three operators in the 1/Nc expansion parametrize the three baryon-pion couplingsgπNN, gπN∆

andgπ∆∆ for the ground state baryons. Since the matrix elements ofGia are orderNc, whereas
the matrix elements ofJi and Ia are order unity, the 1/Nc expansion can be truncated after the
first operatorGia up to corrections of relative order 1/N2

c . This truncation implies that the ratios
gπN∆/gπNN andgπ∆∆/gπ∆N are given bySU(4) spin-flavor symmetry up to corrections of order
1/N2

c , or approximately 10% for QCD [10].
It is worth emphasizing that the 1/Nc expansion yields model-independent predictions which

follow only from the spin-flavor structure of the 1/Nc expansion. These predictions are the same in
the large-Nc Skyrme Model and large-Nc quark model which both implement the large-Nc baryon
spin-flavor symmetry [18]. The models, however, often make additional model-dependent predic-
tions, which are not well-satisfied experimentally, as shown in Table 2. Only the ratio of couplings
gπN∆/gπNN is predicted by the 1/Nc expansion. This model-independent prediction agrees with
experiment at the 10% level, as expected. The Skyrme Model makes the additional prediction of
the absolute normalization of the baryon-pion couplings, but this model-dependent prediction is
not in good agreement with data.

The 1/Nc expansion for baryons can be extended toSU(3) flavor symmetry. TheSU(3) flavor
symmetry analysis is considerably more complicated than the isospinNF = 2 flavor analysis, since
SU(3) flavor symmetry breaking is comparable to 1/Nc = 1/3 and cannot be neglected. It is
useful to define anSU(3)-flavor symmetry breaking parameterε ∼ ms/Λχ . In the case of baryons
containing a single heavy quarkQ= cor b in HQET, there is a third expansion parameter describing
heavy quark spin-flavor symmetry breaking∼ ΛQCD/mQ.

The masses of the ground state baryons forNF = 3 flavors provides the most impressive ex-
ample of 1/Nc suppression factors. The 1/Nc expansion of the baryon mass operator is a combined
expansion in 1/Nc andSU(3) flavor-symmetry breakingε . The leadingSU(3)-singlet mass oper-
ator is the 0-body quark operatorNc11; the most suppressed flavor-64 operator is third orderε3 in
SU(3) flavor-symmetry breaking and suppressed by 1/N3

c relative to the leading singlet operator.
The flavor-singlet, flavor-octet, flavor-27 and flavor-64 mass splittings with definite orders in the

7
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Mass Splitting 1/Nc Flavor Expt.
5
8(2N+3Σ+ Λ+2Ξ)− 1

10(4∆ +3Σ∗ +2Ξ∗+ Ω) Nc 1 *
1
8(2N+3Σ+ Λ+2Ξ)− 1

10(4∆ +3Σ∗ +2Ξ∗+ Ω) 1/Nc 1 18.21±0.03%
5
2(6N−3Σ+ Λ−4Ξ)− (2∆−Ξ∗−Ω) 1 ε 20.21±0.02%

1
4(N−3Σ+ Λ+ Ξ) 1/Nc ε 5.94±0.01%

1
2(−2N−9Σ+3Λ+8Ξ)+ (2∆−Ξ∗−Ω) 1/N2

c ε 1.11±0.02%
5
4(2N−Σ−3Λ+2Ξ)− 1

7(4∆−5Σ∗−2Ξ∗ +3Ω) 1/Nc ε2 0.37±0.01%
1
2(2N−Σ−3Λ+2Ξ)− 1

7(4∆−5Σ∗−2Ξ∗ +3Ω) 1/N2
c ε2 0.17±0.02%

1
4(∆−3Σ∗+3Ξ∗−Ω) 1/N2

c ε3 0.09±0.03%

Table 3: SU(3) flavor analysis of ground state baryon masses in the 1/Nc expansion.

Figure 2: Experimental accuracies of the mass splittings of the ground state baryons, given in the same order
as Table 3. The accuracies of the mass combinations are order1/N2

c , ε/Nc, ε/N2
c , ε/N3

c , ε2/N2
c , ε2/N3

c and
ε3/N3

c .

1/Nc expansion are listed in Table 3 [19], together with their order in flavor-symmetry breaking
and 1/Nc. These same mass combinations are plotted in Fig. 2. The 1/Nc suppressions of the
various mass combinations are clearly evident in the experimental data. Moreover, the additional
1/Nc suppression factors explain why variousSU(3) baryon mass relations work as well as they
do. Flavor-27 mass relations such as the Gell-Mann–Okubo formula and the decuplet equal spac-
ing rule have an extra 1/N2

c suppression factor, and the flavor-64 Okubo mass combination has an
additional 1/N3

c suppression factor. Flavor-octet mass combinations generically have an additional
1/Nc suppression factor. The 1/Nc expansion analysis shows that the three flavor-octet mass com-
binations split into specific mass combinations suppressedby 1/Nc, 1/N2

c and 1/N3
c , respectively.

The two flavor-27 mass combinations split into specific mass combinations suppressed by 1/N2
c

and 1/N3
c , respectively.

Baryons containing a single heavy quarkQ = c,b have a light-quark spin-flavor symmetry in

8
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Theory (1/Nc Expansion) Experiment (Year)

Ξ′
c = 2580.8±2.1 MeV 2576.5±2.3 MeV (1999)

Ω∗
c = 2760.5±4.9 MeV 2768.3±3.0 MeV (2006)

Ξb = 5805.7±8.1 MeV 5774±11±15 MeV (2007)
5792.9±2.5±1.7 MeV (2007)

Σb = 5824.2±9.0 MeV 5811.5±1.7 MeV (2007)
Σ∗

b = 5840.0±8.8 MeV 5832.7±1.8 MeV (2007)

Table 4: Theory predictions of Refs. [20, 21] in 1996-7 and subsequent experimental discoveries.

Operator Mass Splitting Expt.Q = c Expt. Q = b

(mQ +NcΛ)11 ΛQ 2286.46±0.14 5620.2±1.6

J2
ℓ /Nc

1
3

(

ΣQ +2Σ∗
Q

)

−ΛQ 210.0±0.5 205.4±2.1

Jℓ ·JQ/NcmQ Σ∗
Q−ΣQ 64.4±0.8 21.2±2.5

(mQ +NcΛ)11 ΞQ 2469.5±0.3 5792.9±3.0

J2
ℓ /Nc

1
3

(

Ξ′
Q +2Ξ∗

Q

)

−ΞQ 153.7±0.9

Jℓ ·JQ/NcmQ Ξ∗
Q−Ξ′

Q 69.5±2.3

(mQ +NcΛ)11+J2
ℓ /Nc

1
3

(

ΩQ +2Ω∗
Q

)

2744.7±2.2

Jℓ ·JQ/NcmQ Ω∗
Q−ΩQ 70.8±1.5

Table 5: Qqqbaryon masses for baryons with a fixed strangenessS= 0,−1 and−2. ThemQ-independence
of theJ2

ℓ hyperfine mass splittings and the 1/mQ dependence of theJℓ ·JQ hyperfine mass splittings are seen
for the strangenessS= 0 baryons.

the large-Nc limit and a heavy-quark spin-flavor symmetry in the heavy quark mQ → ∞ limit and
in the large-Nc limit. Heavy-quark spin-flavor symmetry works better forQqqbaryons than forQq̄
mesons because it also results from the large-Nc limit for baryons.

Many of the masses of baryons containing a single heavy quarkQ were predicted based on
light quark and heavy quark spin-flavor symmetry in the 1/Nc expansion prior to their experimen-
tal discovery. Table 4 gives the mass predictions of Refs. [20, 21] and the experimental masses
discovered afterwards. The most recently discovered bottom baryon masses were measured one
decade after the theory predictions. The 1/Nc expansion analysis predicted the central values of
the masses, as well as the uncertainty of these predictions,using mass combinations highly sup-
pressed in the 1/Nc expansion and experimentally observed masses as input. This 1/Nc expansion
analysis gave more precise predictions than any other theoretical method. In all cases, the predic-
tions of the 1/Nc expansion analysis were successful at the level of stated error bars. TheNF = 2
flavor analysis of the heavy baryon mass splittings with strangenessS= 0,−1, and−2 are given in
Table 5; interesting mass combinations involving bothQqqandqqqbaryons are listed in Table 6;
and theNF = 3 flavor analysis is given in Table 7. TheNQmQ operator of Table 6 gives a defi-
nition of the heavy quark massmQ. The experimental accuracies in Table 7 were computed with
themQ mass contribution subtracted off in order to produce a dimensionless quantity which can be
compared directly to the product of 1/Nc, ε , andΛ/mQ suppressions. Tables 5-7 are taken from
Ref. [22]. Once again, there is clear evidence for 1/Nc suppression factors in the experimental data.
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Operator Mass Splitting Expt.Q = c Expt. Q = b

NQmQ ΛQ− 1
4 (5N−∆) 1420.9±0.2 4754.6±1.6

NQJ2
ℓ /N2

c mQ

[

1
3

(

ΣQ +2Σ∗
Q

)

−ΛQ

]

− 2
3 (∆−N) 14.4±0.8 9.8±2.2

NQmQ ΞQ− 1
4

[

5
4 (3Σ+ Λ)−Σ∗] 1348.4±0.3 4671.8±3.0

NQJ2
ℓ /N2

c mQ

[

1
3

(

Ξ′
Q +2Ξ∗

Q

)

−ΞQ

]

− 2
3

[

Σ∗− 1
4 (3Σ+ Λ)

]

13.2±0.9

Table 6: Mass splittings ofQqqandqqqbaryons. TheNQmQ operator mass splittings, whereNQ is heavy
quark number, give a determination of the heavy quark massmQ. TheJ2

ℓ hyperfine mass splittings ofQqq
andqqqbaryons are simply related up to a correction which is suppressed by 1/N2

c andΛ/mQ.

Mass Splitting 1/mQ 1/Nc Flavor Expt.Q = c Expt. Q = b

J2
ℓ 1 1/N2

c 1 14.55±0.04%

T8 1 1/Nc ε 17.22±0.03% 16.22±0.32%
Ji
ℓG

i8 1 1/N2
c ε 3.18±0.05%

{

T8,T8
}

1 1/N2
c ε2 0.20±0.11%

Jℓ ·JQ 1/mQ 1/N2
c 1 5.36±0.07%

(Jℓ ·JQ)T8 1/mQ 1/N3
c ε −0.07±0.05%

Table 7: Mass hierarchy of baryons with a single heavy quarkQ = c or b in a triple expansion in 1/Nc,
SU(3) breakingε, and heavy-quark symmetry breakingΛ/mQ.

The flavor-octet axial vector current couplings of the ground state baryons is another interest-
ing application of the 1/Nc expansion. The octet axial currents for the ground state baryons have
the 1/Nc expansion

Aia = a1Gia +b2
1
Nc

JiTa +b3
1

N2
c

{

Ji,
{

J j ,G ja}}

+d3
1

N2
c

(

{

J2,Gia}− 1
2

{

Ji ,
{

J j ,G ja}}

)

. (4.10)

in the SU(3) flavor symmetry limit. The four coefficientsa1, b2, b3 andd3 parametrize the four
pion couplingsD, F, C andH of the heavy baryon chiral Lagrangian [24]. The 1/Nc expansion in
Eq. (4.10) can be truncated to the first two operators up to corrections of order 1/N2

c , yielding the
coupling relationsC = −2D andH = 3D−9F at this order. Both of these predictions work very
well.

The pattern ofSU(3) flavor symmetry breaking in the flavor-octet axial vector couplings also
can be analyzed in the 1/Nc expansion. A new feature of the 1/Nc analysis is that the axial cou-
plings obtained from hyperon beta decays are studied together with the strong decay pion couplings
of a decuplet baryon to an octet baryon, since both the octet and decuplet baryons are ground state
baryons in the same representation of large-Nc spin-flavor symmetry. Fig. 3 plots the pattern of
SU(3) breaking of the baryon flavor-octet axial vector couplings.There is a clear pattern ofSU(3)

breaking predicted by the 1/Nc expansion of an equal spacing rule linear in strangeness. This pat-
tern is seen in the decuplet→ octet pion couplings for baryons with differing strangeness, the first
four points in Fig. 3. The situation for the hyperon beta decay axial couplings is the well-known
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Figure 3: SU(3) breaking of the axial vector couplings for the ground state baryons. TheSU(3) symmetric
fit to the couplings has been subtracted off. The order of the couplings is∆ → N, Σ∗ → Λ, Σ∗ → Σ, Ξ∗ →
Ξ, n→ p, Σ → Λ, Λ → p, Σ → n, Ξ → Λ, Ξ → Σ. The open points with error bars are the experimental
data, and the filled points are a fit to the 1/Nc symmetry-breaking pattern. Figure taken from Ref. [23].

Figure 4: Baryon diagram which violatesU(3)q×U(3)q̄ flavor symmetry at relative order 1/Nc.

problem that the data is consistent with noSU(3) breaking. Thus, a good fit to the data can be
obtained, but there is no real explanation for why theSU(3) breaking should be so small.

The U(3)q ×U(3)q̄ flavor symmetry of large-Nc QCD also has important implications for
baryons. At leading order in 1/Nc, the diagrams involving a large-Nc baryon containNc valence
quarks with planar gluon exchange and no sea quarks and antiquarks. Diagrams such as Fig. 4 with
an extra quark loop are suppressed by 1/Nc relative to the leading diagrams withNc valence quark
lines. This planar QCD flavor symmetry implies that baryon flavor octet and singlet amplitudes
form flavor nonets at leading order in 1/Nc [25]. For example, the baryon flavor octet axial vector
currentsAia and the flavor singlet axial vector currentAi form a nonet at leading order, which
implies thatAi = Ai9 +O(1/Nc). The flavor singlet axial current has the 1/Nc expansion

Ai = c1Ji +c3
1

N2
c

{

J2,Ji} (4.11)
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which parametrizes the twoη ′ couplingsSB andST of the baryon octet and decuplet, respectively.
Truncating the 1/Nc expansion of the singlet axial current to the first operator implies the coupling
relation ST = 3SB up to a correction of relative order 1/N2

c . The planar QCD flavor symmetry
constraintAi = Ai9 + O(1/Nc) implies the further coupling relationSB = 1

3(3F −D) up to a cor-
rection of order 1/Nc. Similar remarks hold for the terms of the baryon chiral Lagrangian which
are linear in the quark mass matrixM . The three flavor-octet couplingsbD, bF andc satisfy the
relation(bD +bF) = −c/3 to order 1/N2

c , whereas the two flavor-singlet couplingsσB andσT sat-
isfy σT = σB to order 1/N2

c . Nonet symmetry relates the flavor-singlet and flavor-octetcouplings
at leading order in 1/Nc, implying thatσB = bF +O(1/Nc).

5. Conclusions

The 1/Nc expansion is useful and predictive for QCD hadrons and dynamics. It is a systematic
expansion which yields model-independent results. Then-meson couplings of large-Nc mesons
decrease as(1/

√
Nc)

n−2. Large-Nc baryons do not decouple from large-Nc mesons in theNc → ∞
limit, since the meson-baryon-antibaryon coupling grows as

√
Nc. In the large-Nc limit, all of the

O(
√

Nc) couplings of large-Nc baryons to large-Nc mesons are determined up to normalization by
the requirement that exact cancellations occur between theO(Nc) contributions to baryon-meson
scattering amplitudes. This cancellation relates all of the ground state baryon pion couplings to one
another up to an overall normalization constant. These coupling relations determine the baryon
axial vector flavor-octet matrix elementsXia

0 in the large-Nc limit. This additionalXia
0 operator

extends the baryon spin and flavor algebras to a contracted spin-flavor algebra in the large-Nc limit.
The consequences of contracted spin-flavor symmetry for static baryon quantities and the spin
× flavor structure of 1/Nc-suppressed breakings of spin-flavor symmetry have been determined.
There is ample evidence for the 1/Nc hierarchy and spin-flavor pattern in the baryon sector. The
pattern of spin-flavor symmetry breaking is particularly intricate sinceSU(3) flavor breaking is
comparable to 1/Nc = 1/3 for QCD. The 1/Nc expansion has yielded numerous insights for the
interactions and properties of hadrons and holds much promise for the future.
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